
S 1960 INDUSTRY CLEANER
EXTRA STRONG

Non residue degreaser 
Ideal before bonding 

Removes greases and dirts quickly
Evaporates quickly

Compatible with most plastics

S 1960 fully meets  the requests to be used cold:
- where extremely strong degreaser is needed
- where the quick and no residue evaporation is needed
- where the strong agent is needed to be applied on metals poluted with 
carbonization 
- where quick and efficient agent is needed to degrease the surfaces 
before bonding, separation, dying and application of lubricants - the 
effect is then considerably better
- where it is needed by 100% to remove grease, oil and silicone

S 1960 is special industrial cleaner suitable for machinery devices, it
dissolves greases, even gummed and washes off oil.  Then it quickly 
evaporates not leaving any residue. Due to this characteristics this 
product is suitable for all application where lubricants and oils are 
present and it is not possible to use aggressive residue leaving 
degreasers.

S 1960 is very strong and it can damage certain sensitive surfaces as soft
plastics and surface treated materials.

S 1960 is determined to clean machinery and parts, to prepare  
surfaces before further manipulation or other application 
(bonding, etc.) Special cleaner determined for final treatment of the 
surfaces before bonding of silicone profiles, metals and glass. It 
reaches excellent results in degreasing and increases considerably 
the stregth of the adhesives and sealants. 
Perfectly degreases the surfaces just spraying the product on. It 
degreases greases, oils, dirts, brake fluids, residues of oils and dust 
from the brake lining, drums and brake wheel, old carbonized 
lubricants, silicone lubricants, even oils.

Advantages:



- Extremely strong
- Absolutely no residue
- Easy application
- High efficiency

Typical characteristics of the cleaner S 1960
Chemical base: compound of solvents and fuels
Content of solids: N/A
Viscosity: low
Colour: colourless liquid
Odour: characteristic/organic
Flash-point: - 200C
Cleaner: dry clout
Inflammability: extremely flammable
Density: 0,79
Water solubility: non-miscible
Shelf life: 6 or more months at proper 

warehousing conditions

Packaging
500 ml spray and also 5 l can or 200 l drum

Storage
Keep out of reach of children and ignition source. Prevent from 
temperature higher than 500C.

Health and safety:
This product is classified as extremely flammable . See the MSDS before 
using. 

Data showen here are average and do not represent the specification.
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